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Probing PARP1-inhibitor complexes for the development of novel inhibitors
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Abstract
Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP1) is the most important member of the PARP family which has been shown to have a direct involvement in the development 
of cancer. A strategy to rationalize the structure based drug discovery of PARP1 inhibitors has been discussed. So far studies regarding varied scaffold PARP1 
inhibitors have been done, however the current study focus on how the available data from potent PARP1 inhibitors could be combined and utilized for developing a 
robust model for the development of novel inhibitors. Through detailed analyses of PARP1-inhibitor binding, a pharmacophore model has been developed followed 
by a virtual screen of potential inhibitors. The resulting high-affinity binding hits following the defined pharmacophore model and making the critical interactions 
were selected as final potential leads. Hence, using the approaches of pharmacophore design, docking based virtual screening and conformation alignment, we have 
identified important leads which satisfy all parameters of the screening process. The developed pharmacophore model as well as the strategy is very straightforward 
for screening novel inhibitors and could thus be used as a prototype for PARP1 structure based drug discovery.
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Introduction
 
PARPs are cellular enzymes which catalyze the 

cleavage of its substrate NAD+ and transfer the ADP-
ribose units to a number of acceptor proteins besides 
releasing the nicotinamide moiety (1). Among the 18 
PARP family members, PARP-1 is the most commonly 
found and characterized member implicated in cellular 
responses to DNA injury due to genotoxic stress (2). 
PARP-1 plays an essential role in the repair of DNA 
single-strand breaks via the base excision repair path-
way (3).  It is a major component of a number of tran-
scription factors involved in tumour development and 
inflammation (4-6). Rapid activation of PARP1 in re-
sponse to alkylating-agent induced DNA strand beaks 
leads to resealing of DNA lesions (7). Hence, PARP1 
activation induces various cell death processes thereby 
promoting an inflammatory response leading to multi-
ple organ failure (8-11).  The ever compelling evidence 
showing the direct role of PARP1 in the cellular response 
to genotoxic stress has led investigators to explore the 
result of PARP1 inhibition both for determining PARP1 
function and therapeutic usage. 

Structurally, PARP1 comprises three major domains 
including a DNA binding region which identify DNA 
strand breaks followed by a central automodification re-
gion and a third NAD binding region having the catalyt-
ic activity (12). PARP1 catalyzes the cleavage of NAD+ 
into ADP-ribose and further attaches several molecules 
of the latter to the target protein in a process called poly 
(ADP-ribosylation). Since NAD binding domain is re-
sponsible for PARP1 activity, many compounds mim-
icking the nicotinamide moiety of NAD were developed 
as PARP1 inhibitors (13-15). The discovery of PARP1 
inhibitors goes back to more than three decades, where 
compounds based on substituted nicotinamide and ben-

zamide moieties were developed as competitive inhibi-
tors of PARP1 (16). However, it was soon realized that 
such inhibitors lacked specificity and were rather affect-
ing many other cellular processes like glucose metabo-
losim, DNA sysnthesis etc (17). This was followed by 
a boom of benzamine analog inhibitors, which though 
shown to be highly specific, however were required in 
micromolar range (18). Benzamidazoles and their ana-
logs have also been further developed and some others 
are even under various phases of clinical trials (19-24). 
However the major drawback associated with so far de-
veloped inhibitors is the frequent dosage required for 
them to be effective due to their low half-life (25).

All these factors drove us towards defining a well-
defined model based on interaction mapping of potent 
and diverse inhibitors with PARP1 itself. In this strat-
egy, we first identified the key interactions between 
PARP1 and its bound inhibitors in four different ligand-
receptor complexes. Next, we identified the critical in-
teractions common to all the four complexes. Based on 
the information by this interaction mapping, we derived 
a pharmacophore model, which encompass features and 
constraints which these four complexes had in common. 
Next, we docked two different ZINC databases having 
millions of compounds against PARP1. Further, we ana-
lysed the top 500 hits from each database retrieved af-
ter docking. We manually analysed each hit for binding 
site conformational superimposition with a high affinity 
PARP1 inhibitor, fitting with the developed pharmaco-
phore model and finally retention of the critical receptor 
interactions. The resulting leads were diverse in their 
scaffolds and present a starting point for further evalua-
tion as anti-PARP1 inhibitors. A flow diagram outlining 
the strategies employed in this study has been included 
in Fig.1.

Our study is the first showing a robust drug design 
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strategy for PARP1. To our knowledge, this is the first 
time a pharmacophore model based on binding of var-
ied scaffold inhibitors with PARP1 has been developed. 
The final leads could further be evaluated as potential 
anti-PARP1 agents. We are sure that using our strategy 
any number of compounds could be easily and quickly 
screened in-silico. The deveopled pharmacophore mod-
el could be applied for any PARP1 inhibitor discovery 
with maximum accuracy. Thus our study will further 
lead to discovery and design of more potent PARP1 in-
hibitors.

Materials and methods

Interaction mapping of the receptor-ligand complexes 
The co-crystal structures of PARP1 with four struc-

turally diverse inhibitors (2RD6, 3GJW, 3L3L and 
4HHY) (26-28) were retrieved from the Protein data 
bank. UCSF Chimera (29) was used for both visuali-
zation and analysis of the ligand-receptor complexes. 
We manually observed the overall interactions made 
by the respective inhibitor with the PARP1 binding site 
residues. Based on these observations we listed all those 
interactions with were common in all these four com-
plexes.

Development of the pharmacophore model
Choosing and selecting the critical chemical feature 

is one of the most important step in generating a pharma-
cophore. Features such as hydrogen-bond donor (HBD), 
ring-aromatic (RA), hydrogen-bond acceptor (HBA), 
were chosen based on individual assessment of the re-
ceptor-inhibitor complexes. Since all the four complexes 
consisted of structurally diverse scaffolds, we expected 
them to be variable in their interaction features. Howev-
er, surprisingly after a thorough investigation of each of 
the complex, we realized that all of them revolve around 
the same pharmacophore features. Therefore, the result-
ing pharmacophore model has been derived based on 
the consistency of the ligand-receptor interactions in all 
the four complexes. In other words, we identified the 
conserved features of the receptor-ligand complexes be-
tween the diverse scaffold inhibitors and PARP1. This 
could be further elaborated by taking the example of the 
donor amino group of the inhibitors which donates its 

hydrogen to Gly202, or the aromatic ring which makes 
the stacking interactions with Tyr235, Tyr246. Similarly 
other interactions mapped were also consistent in all the 
four complexes. Further the constraints specified in the 
pharmacophore model too were adopted by averaging 
the respective distances in the individual complexes. 
For eg, the range of distance between the donor –amino 
(-NH2) group and acceptor carboxy oxygen (=O) is be-
tween 2.2 Å and 2.4 Å, ring aromatic and donor amino 
group is between 2.8Å and 3.7Å, ring aromatic and ac-
ceptor oxygen is between 3.7Å and 4.9Å. We therefore 
assigned the average values of these distances between 
the various features of the pharmacophore model along 
with putting some flexibility to go higher and lower in 
range depending on the respective higher and lower val-
ues in all the four complexes. Discovery Studio Visual-
izer 4.0 (30) was utilized for manually identifying the 
various features of the resulting pharmacophore model. 

Validation of the pharmacophore model
Further, the quality of the developed pharmacoph-

ore model has been confirmed by generating the En-
richment Factor (EF) and Goodness of Hit Score (GH) 
values. To verify the reliability of our developed phar-
macophore model we used test set and decoy set valida-
tion. We collected 58 active compounds from the lite-
rature and constructed a three-dimensional database to 
be used as the test set. Further, we prepared a decoy set 
of compounds randomly from various databases which 
included 1822 molecules with unknown activity along 
with 18 active compounds. Enrichment Factor (EF) and 
Goodness of Hit Score (GH) were calculated to evaluate 
the model. EF and GH were calculated using below 
equations:

Where Ht is the number of hits retrieved, Ha is the num-
ber of active molecules in the hit list, A represents the 
number of active molecules present in the database and 
D stands for the total number of molecules in the decoy 
set. The GH score ranges from 0, indicating a null model 
to 1, which indicates an ideal model. When GH score 
is higher than 0.7, the model is considered to be good. 
Similarly a high EF indicates a superior model quality. 

Virtual screening of compounds
Virtual screening technique has been used in drug 

discovery to search libraries of small molecules in or-
der to identify those structures which are most likely to 
bind to a drug target (31-38). The docking calculations 
based on virtual screening were performed employing 
the DOCK Blaster server (39). Dock Blaster is a ser-
vice for running docking screens and scores thousands 
of compounds deposited in the ZINC database (40) for 
a target structure uploaded by the user. The docking 
program used is DOCK 3.5.54 (41-44), a version of 
UCSF DOCK. DOCK Blaster pipeline is composed of 
six modules:(a) the parser, which identifies the receptor 
and ligand from a PDB file, (b) the scrutinizer, which 
attempts to correct for problems, such as incomplete 
or disordered residues on the receptor, (c) the preparer, 
which protonates the receptor, calculates “hot spots” 
and scoring grids, assigns atomic parameters, including 

Figure 1. Flow diagram outlining the strategy employed in this work. 
Software resources and tools utilized are outlined in parentheses.
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the four receptor-ligand complexes we used in the study.

2RD6:
The interaction between PARP1 and a high potency 

benzimidazol based inhibitor (A861695) was analysed 
(Fig. 2a). It was observed that the carbamoyl moiety 
was making two major polar interactions, where the oxy 
group (=O) was acting as H-bond acceptor by making a 
H-bond with the side chain hydroxyl (-OH) of Ser 243 
and main chain amino (–NH2) group of Gly 202. On the 
other hand, the –NH2 group of the carbamoyl moiety is 
acting as a H-bond donor by donating a hydrogen to the 
main chain oxygen (=O) of carboxyl group of Gly 202, 
which thus acts as a H-bond acceptor. The benzimida-
zole ring is in turn making strong hydrophobic interac-
tions with Lys 242, Tyr235, Tyr 228, Phe 236, and Trp 
200, besides making a closer pi-pi stacking interaction 
with Tyr 246. Here we observe that the presence of a 
donor and an acceptor group or specifically a carbamoyl 
group in the vicinity of Gly202 and Ser243 and the pres-
ence of a phenyl/aromatic ring in the vicinity of Tyr235, 
Tyr246 and other hydrophobic residues is important for 
the ligand binding.
3GJW:

The interaction between PARP1 and a quinox-
alinone-based inhibitor (A968427) was analysed (Fig. 
2b). The –NH of the Quinoxalinone ring is acting as a 

these for cofactors, post-translational modifications 
andmetals, and prepares the ligand, decoys, and any ac-
tives and inactives for docking, (d) the calibrator,which 
uses supplied data to assess docking performance and 
suggests optimal docking parameters, (e) the docker, 
which manages a full database screen on the computer 
cluster, and (f) the  assessor, which prepares reports to 
interpret database screening results. Two scoring sche-
mes called “polarized” and “normal” are also used.The 
“normal” scheme uses standard AMBER 94 partial ato-
mic charges on the protein, while “polarized” increases 
the dipoles on selected polar atoms in residues within 
3.5Å of the crystallographic ligand without changing 
the net charge. 

We used the crystal structure of PARP1 (2RD6) as 
receptor input and its bound inhibitor (78P) as the bound 
ligand for putative active site determination. After a few 
iterations for binding site determination, it returns few 
highly probable binding sites. Based on the available 
information, the user identifies one or more binding site 
for docking studies. Since, in our case, we already had a 
prior idea of the binding site based on the bound ligand, 
we selected the binding site 1.1 given by the program. 
Site 1.1 comprised all the critical residues we identified 
during interaction mapping. Further, we selected the 
ZINC subset 11 containing 5735035 entries as well as 
ZINC subset 12 containing 148310 entries. Compounds 
belonging to the former subset are more fragment like 
while the latter ones are described as lead-like and were 
selected to obey to the Lipinski rule, published in many 
reports (45-46).  The docking parameters in Dockblaster 
comprise of preparation of the receptor which must be 
in PDB or mol2 format. A docked ligand in mol2 format 
(e.g. a crystallographically observed or modeled ligand) 
or a binding site specification in PDB format, which 
may be “hot spots” or atoms of binding site residues. 
The resulting 500 high-scoring hits from each database 
were eventually selected and analysed.

Analyses of hits 
The high scoring hits were checked for (1) conforma-

tional fitting: based on superimposition with the bound 
inhibitor (2) pharmacophore mapping: manually fitted 
on the pharmacophore model in order to check that all 
constraints are obeyed (3) presence of critical receptor 
interactions : checked whether all major critical interac-
tions suggested by the pharmacophore model are pre-
sent. Only those hits were retained which followed all 
the three parameters. Hits which were either partially 
following the pharmacophore features or following only 
two of the three above parameters were also eliminated.

Results

Interaction mapping of the receptor-ligand complexes
Interaction mapping here stands for in-depth analysis 

of each of the four receptor-ligand complexes. Here we 
list all interactions made by the inhibitor with PARP1. 
Since, polar and non-polar interactions both play an im-
portant role in high binding affinity of the inhibitor to 
the receptor; we list all those interactions with respect 
to donor, acceptor, hydrophobic, aromatic groups etc, 
and eventually relate them with inhibitor binding. Be-
low, we have discussed the interaction map of each of 

Figure 2. Interaction mapping of various PARP1- inhibitor com-
plexes. For picture clarity only the critical residues are shown.
PARP1 residues are shown as grey atom color and inhibitors as cyan 
atom color. The dashed magenta lines indicate hydrophobic pi-pi in-
teractions, while the dashed green lines indicate hydrogen-bond (H-
bond) interactions. Interaction analysis of (a) 2RD6 with A861695 
(b) 3GJW with A968427 (c) 4HHY with 15R and (d) 4L6S with 
1WQ shows the consistent polar interactions of the inhibitors with 
Gly202 and Ser243 and pi-pi interactions between the aromatic rings 
of inhibitors with the aromatic ring of Tyr246.
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Development of the pharmacophore model
The pharmacophore model was developed with an 

intention to characterize all the common interactions 
involved between varied inhibitors and PARP1. After 
a thorough investigation, we concluded that the polar 
interactions between the (1) side chain hydroxyl (-OH) 
of Ser 243 and the inhibitor acceptor group (=O) (2) 
main chain amino (–NH2) group of Gly 202 and inhibi-
tor acceptor group (=O) (3) main chain carboxyl oxy-
gen (=O) of Gly 202 and the amino (–NH2) group of 
inhibitor ; and pi-pi interactions between (4) the ring of 
Tyr 246 and aromatic ring of the inhibitor are common 
in all four complxes. Another point to be noted here is 
that besides the critical interactions we discussed above, 
there were few “accessory” interactions present, like the 
polar and non-polar interactions between ligand groups 
and His 201, Lys 242, Ala 237, Tyr 235. However, we 
did not add these in the final pharmacophore model, due 
to the absence of either of these interactions in any of 
the four complexes. As mentioned earlier, this is due to 
the reason that we wanted to incorporate only those fea-
tures in the pharmacophore model which were common 
in all the four complexes. The derived pharmacophore 
model hence consisted of: one acceptor feature which 
act as a H-bond acceptor for Ser 243 and Gly 202, one 
donor feature which act as a H-bond donor for Gly 202, 
and at least one aromatic ring near the vicinity of Tyr 
246 for the highly important and conserved pi-pi stack-
ing interaction. After a deep and careful analysis of each 
of the four receptor-ligand complexes, we also made an 
interesting finding that the distances between the vari-
ous pharmacophore features discussed above are also 
conserved as discussed in the Methods sections. Assign-
ing distance constrains had an added advantage to our 
model, as only features in a pharmacophore model could 
lead to unreasonably large number of hits if the latter is 

H-bond donor by donating a hydrogen to the main chain 
=O of carboxyl group of Gly202. Further, the =O of the 
Quinoxalinone ring is acting as an acceptor for both side 
chain -OH group of Ser243 and main chain –NH2 group 
of Gly202. At the same time, the Quinoxalinone ring 
itself is important for pi-pi interactions with Tyr235, 
Tyr246, His201 and other hydrophobic interactions with 
Ala237 and Lys242 etc. Same as in 2RD6, the presence 
of donor, acceptor groups in the vicinity of Gly202 and 
Ser243 and an aromatic ring near Tyr235, Tyr246 etc 
seem to be important for inhibitor binding.
4HHY:

The interaction between PARP1 and benzonaph-
thyridinone based inhibitor (15R) was analysed (Fig. 
2c). The  –NH and =O of piperidinone ring make H-
bond interactions with the side chain -OH of  Ser243 
and main chain –NH of Gly202 as discussed for 2RD6. 
At the same time the benzene ring next to the piperi-
dinone ring is making hydrophobic interactions with 
Leu108, Arg217, His201 etc and pi-pi stack interac-
tions with Tyr235 and Tyr246. Here again, the presence 
of hydrogen donor –NH and acceptor =O near Ser243 
and Gly243 along with an aromatic ring near Tyr235, 
Tyr246, His201 etc seems to be important for inhibitor 
binding.
4L6S:

PARP1 binding with benzooxazinone based inhi-
bitor (1WQ) was analyzed (Fig.2d). The =O and –NH 
of the benzoxazinone ring makes the usual Ser243 and 
Gly202 polar interactions as present in other complexes 
discussed above. While the benzene ring of the benzo-
xazinone makes similar hydrophobic interactions with 
Tyr235, His201, Asp105, Asn106, Leu108, Arg217 and 
pi-pi stack interaction with Tyr246. 

The common features were individually extracted 
from all the four receptor-ligand complexes (Fig3a-3d).

Figure 3. Common feature derivation by interaction mapping of the PARP1-inhibitor complexes. Inhibitors are colored as grey atom color, the 
donor features as magenta balls and arrows, acceptor features as green balls and arrows while the aromatic ring as orange ball and green squares. 
Black lines indicate the distance between various features. (a) A861695 has –NH2 group acting as a H-donor and =O group acting as a H-acceptor, 
while the benzimidazole ring is making an aromatic centroid for stacking interactions (b) A968427 has –NH2 group and =O group as H-bond 
donor and acceptor respectively and Quinoxalinone ring for putative pi-pi stacking interactions (c) 15R has  –NH and =O for H-bond interactions 
and the piperidinone ring for hydrophobic interactions (d) 1WQ has the =O and –NH groups as H-bond acceptor and donor respectively while the 
benzene ring for hydrophobic pi-pi interactions.
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were then manually analysed. We tried to identify hits 
which follow all three parameters of screening includ-
ing (1) conformational fitting (2) pharmacophore model 
fitting and (3) fulfilment of the critical interactions. Out 
of the top 500 hits from each database, nearly 55 hits 
were perfectly following the screening criteria.  These 
hits were not only superimposable with the binding con-
formation of one of the most potent PARP1 inhibitor 
A861695 (2RD6), but as expected were also mimick-
ing the required receptor interactions made by A861695 
along with fitting very well with the pharmacophore 
model. Table 1 with few of the top hits shows how well 
they fit in the pharmacophore model. All the hits bind at 
the same place in PARP1 binding site (Fig 5). As clearly 
observed in the figure, all the top screened hits are super-
imposing perfectly with the conformation of the bound 
inhibitor (A861695).  The docked conformations of few 
of the high binding compounds or ‘hits’ are shown in 
Fig 6. For clarity reasons A861695 is not shown along-
side the docked hits. However, Fig.5 clearly shows how 
well they superimpose with each other. Compound 
AAZ (Fig 6a), besides perfectly superimposing with 
the bound conformation of co-crystallized ligand in the 
PARP1 binding site and following the pharmacophore 
model, makes all the critical interactions like those with 
Ser 243, Gly 202 and Tyr 246. The –NH and =O of 
Quinoxalinone ring makes interactions very similar to 
that made by inhibitor A968427 (discussed above). The 
carbamoyl moiety and the phenyl ring of ABE (Fig 6b) 
makes interactions similar to inhibitor A861695. The 
benzimidazole and the carbamoyl moieties of AES (Fig 
6c) and the carbamoyl substituted phenyl ring of AGJ 
(Fig 6d) also follow the above discussed trend. Com-
pounds AAZ, ABE, AES and AGJ could also be ob-
served fitting perfectly with the pharmacophore model 
in Table 1.

Discussion

The continuous development and further impro-
vement of target specific inhibitors is of considerable 
importance to any drug discovery project. However, 
inspite of discovery of many diverse and highly potent 

used for a virtual screen, however due to constraints in 
the model comparatively lower number of hits would be 
retrieved. This reduces the time for short-listing any vir-
tual screen library and hence very specific hits could be 
shortlisted in relatively shorter time. Figure 4 illustrates 
the derived pharmacophore model along with mapping 
of all four inhibitors on it.

Validation of the pharmacophore model
58 active compounds from the literature  were doc-

ked and mapped onto the pharmacophore model to 
check the number of features superimposing with the 
model (data not shown). As we expected most of the 
compounds aligned very well with the pharmacophore 
model. However very few compounds failed to follow 
the pharmacophore model in the distance constraint as-
pect, which is understandable, as the distances do vary 
in hydrogen-bond and ring-ring interactions and there-
fore cannot exactly follow the stringency of the model. 
Hence, the result of the test set validation confirmed the 
ability of our pharmacophore model to retrieve active 
hits. However, since this result could only indicate that 
our pharmacophore model can pick out the active mole-
cules, we moved on to check its ability to exclude com-
pounds without inhibitory activity (decoys). The main 
reason to validate the pharmacophore by decoy set is 
to validate how well it predicts active molecules from 
inactive molecules.  From a decoy set of 1822 random 
compounds with unknown activity and 18 active com-
pound from the literature, we performed further phar-
macophore validation where, 14 active compounds and 
6 molecules with unknown activity were retrieved. The 
EF and GH were calculated to be 71.4 and 0.72 respec-
tively thus indicating that the developed pharmacophore 
model is reliable for any virtual screening protocol.

Virtual screening and analyses of compounds
Further, we ran a docking based virtual screen for 

novel PARP1 inhibitors using the Dock blaster program. 
Two different databases, clean leads #11 (5735035 com-
pounds), and clean fragments #12 (148310) were used 
in order to screen inhibitors with diverse scaffolds.  The 
resulting top high-scoring 500 hits from each database 

Figure 4. (a) Pharmacophore model derived after interaction mapping of the PARP1-inhibitor complexes. It encompasses a donor group (magenta 
ball and arrow), an acceptor group (green ball and arrow) and a ring aromatic centroid (orange ball and green square). The distance constraints 
between various pharmacophore features has been shown as black solid lines, (b) mapping of all four inhibitors onto the pharmacophore model, 
where A861695 is colored in magenta, A968427 in light yellow, 15R in orange and 1WQ in light blue.
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Zinc Library Compound Name Structure Binding energy (kcal/mol)

clean leads #11 AAZ -60.67

clean fragments #12 ABE -49.13

clean leads #11 ACJ -58.89

clean leads #11 ADI -58.22

clean fragments #12 ADU -47.59

clean fragments #12 AES -47.19

clean leads #11 AEW -57.57

clean leads #11 AGJ -57.08

Table 1. Structures of top hits fi tted on the pharmacophore model shown with their Dock blaster binding energies.
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clean fragments #12 AHW -46.37

clean leads #11 AJK -56.63

clean leads #11 AKE -56.51

clean leads #11 AMK -56.24

clean leads #11 AQM -55.84

Figure 5. Superimposition of hits with A861695 in the PARP1 bind-
ing site. PARP1 residues are shown as grey atom color, A861695 is 
shown as magenta atom color and few of the top hits are shown as 
green atom color. The hits align perfectly with the crucial polar and 
non-polar features of the bound inhibitor (A861695).

Figure 6. Docked poses of top scoring hits in the binding site of 
PARP1. PARP1 residues are shown as grey atom color, while the 
hits are shown in cyan atom color. H-bond interactions are shown 
as green dashed lines and the pi-pi interactions are shown as the 
magenta dashed lines. Compound (a) AAZ (b) ABE (c) AES (d) AGJ 
bind to the PARP1 binding site as described in the text, making the 
crucial H-bond and pi-pi interactions.
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libraries. Finally, the high-scoring hits from each of the 
libraries were individually analyzed for their conforma-
tional fitting against a known high-affinity PARP1 inhi-
bitor A861695 (2RD6), fitting on the pharmacophore 
model and interaction with PARP1. Only those hits 
which completely fulfilled the three screenings were 
eventually selected as final leads. After a closer look 
at the final leads, it was found that these leads belong 
to various scaffolds like quinaoxal, quinazoline, benzi-
midazole, pyrrolidine,triazol and many more. They fit 
in the PARP1 binding site at exactly the same place as 
other high-affinity PARP1 inhibitors.  Thus novel leads 
are discovered from this study, which though mimic the 
high affinity PARP1 inhibitors, but lack the drawbacks 
of the already available inhibitors by being diverse in 
their nature. These could further be advanced for va-
rious assays in order to check for potency in vitro. Final-
ly, this is the first study where a pharmacophore model 
has been developed based on varied scaffold inhibitors 
which could be universally applied in order to screen 
novel PARP1 inhibitors.
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